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PROGRAM TITLE: THREE EXPENSIVE MINDSETS (AND HOW TO REFRAME THEM) 
Time/Format:  

45-60 Minutes Keynote or a 2.5 hour workshop (can be online) 

Many ambitious leaders dive into their careers with plans to lead and innovate in their 
organizations, make an impact in their community, or achieve a desired lifestyle. They often 
treat their career like a company project, dreaming and scheming of opportunities to earn 
revenue and recognition while minimizing expensive mistakes. But even the most successful 
leaders and entrepreneurs miss some of the most common, yet most overlooked expenses to 
their career.  

Their mindset.  

Teams can fail to reach their potential, not because the means are lacking, but often because 
our mindset keeps us from action that drives results. Instead of acting confidently, our ego 
tricks us into believing that we are at the mercy of scarce opportunities, so we give up too 
soon. Fear keeps us from sharing what could be the winning idea.  The thought that we must 
wait for more clarity before acting keeps us stalling. These mindsets aren’t just expensive to 
the bottom line, but also to our well-being. 

Scarcity. Not asking. Stalling. These mindset-driven habits aren’t just expensive in terms of 
holding leaders back from the career opportunities and recognition they deserve. They also 
come at the high cost of their peace, well-being and full potential. They cost our organizations 
real revenue in the form of unheard ideas.  

Join me as I share three expensive mindsets that cost me, the teams I’ve led, and the leaders 
I’ve coached throughout our careers. You’ll learn simple tools to shift your mindset from one 
that listens to the reasons why you should stall and play small, and into accessing your natural 
confidence and power to live out your full leadership potential. You’ll walk away with simple 
strategies to call yourself, and your teams, into creatively delivering on your unique talents to 
maximize your career, company and community opportunities.  

OBJECTIVES & TAKEAWAYS: 
Participants in this session will be able to: 

• Identify the source of three mindsets (stalling, playing small, scarcity) and how these mindsets 
cause us to stall and play small, impacting our financial and mental well-being.  

• Recognize the power of harnessing the brilliant ideas that live uncommunicated and realize 
the revenue potential of a team who lives a bit more confidently. 

• Use three practical tools to shift themselves, and their teams, out of expensive habits so they 
can exceed their career, community growth and lifestyle goals. 

• Ask questions for reflection to reframe expensive mindsets into ones that support their 
creative leadership potential. 


